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SERVICE
Shivaya Bless serves individual clients with
complete primal attention and the overall objective
of adding value to one’s life, health, wealth, luck,
improve self-confidence, satisfaction, business
growth, kids wellness, mind relaxation & protection

MISSION

VISION

PUBLIC RELATIONS

To provide our valuable
customers with the best
services and solutions

To be the first choice for
Rudraksha beads quality
services

Being associated with ‘Shivaya
Bless’ you will experience an
efficient, friendly, honest, and
compassionate picture of your
family/business aid

ABOUT
Rudraksha can nullify the effects of malefic planets
to a great extent. Shastras say rudraksha of any
Faces can never do any harm to the wearer . Which
have to be carefully chosen. No other necklace or
bead is auspicious & powerful as rudraksha.

USE
Those, who are sinners or who indulge in evil acts,
become free from sins if they wear this Rudraksha.
A person, who wears it, becomes ambitious and all
his planning’s and projects are accomplished. All
the gods and goddesses become propitiated with
the person and fulfil all his desires

PROPERTIES
Rudraksha have tremendous energy & power. It is
best known for its biomedical properties & in
controlling stress, hypertension & blood pressure.
Powerful and can help to achieve wonders

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
Best in Southeast Asia

SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
NATURAL, LIGHT BROWN COLOUR. SMALL
COMPACT SIZE BEADS. NO ARTIFICIAL COLOURING

GANESHA RUDRAKSHA
Is

very

auspicious

and

brings

knowledge

and

thinking

power

to

the

wearer. It is the bead for prosperity. It is always worshipped for good
profit and better understanding of the business. Students who are in need
of knowledge can wear rudraksha of vighneswara.

PROFIT

GAURI SHANKAR
Regarded

the

best

for

peace

and

comfort

in

the

family.

If

a

person

worships Gauri Shankar at his worshipping place, the pain and suffering
and other earthly obstacles are destroyed and peace and pleasure in his
family increases manifold

FAMILY

NO MUKHI (ZERO FACE)
This bead has no face formation on the outer surface hence it is known
as No Mukhi Rudraksha. Number 0 is also considered to be a symbol of
“nothingness”.

This

nothingness

serves

as

a

liberation

denoting

the

beginning of a new phase in life.

Useful for people starting new ventures, for meditation purposes, when
trying to achieve level where there are no thoughts in mind.
Useful for people who over-think ( thinking unnecessarily)

Power combination

POWERFUL

RUDRAKSHA CHOOSES THE OWNER, ATTRACTS
AND GOES TO PEOPLE AT THE PERFECT TIMING

SIDDHA BRACELET
One

bead

each

Rudraksha.

of

mukhi

till

14

mukhi,

Gauri

Shankar

&

Ganesha

For successful achievers & ambitious people who want to

reach the very top.
planets.

2

This has Rudraksha beads representing most of the

To balance all chakras, so the wearers may get everything that

they wish for.

This is one of the most powerful healing bracelets designed

to be worn on the body or carried close to the body.

Provides abundance of wealth, renewed energy, good health and
fulfilment of desires! Fr Shivaya Bless Rudraksha's are natural color

VICTORY BRACELET
One

bead

Rudraksha.

each

of

2

mukhi

till

16

mukhi,

Gauri

Shankar

&

Ganesh

Victory is the objective for the wearer of this bracelet. For

successful achievers & ambitious people who want to reach the very top.
This has Rudraksha beads representing most of the planets.

To balance

all chakras, so the wearers may get everything that they wish for.

This is

one of the most powerful healing bracelets designed to be worn on the
body or carried close to the body. 6th sense works better for the wearer.
Provides abundance of wealth, renewed energy, good health and fulfilment
of desires!

RAASI/NAKSHATRA BRACELET

Custom made based on your birth star.

Most offordable bracelet to help

everyone for achieving their objectives without any obstacles, with good
health & luck.

Good protection.

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
Best in Southeast Asia

SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
RULES & REGULATIONS ARE MAN MADE, LISTEN
TO YOUR HEART, MIND & SOUL

ONE FACE / 1 MUKHI
Rarest. Blessed with unexpected wealth. Curing chronic asthma. Washes
past karma. For Moksha, Wealth, Health & Success

TWO FACE / 2 MUKHI
Shiva & Shakti. Peace & Harmony in all relationships - with spouse,
friends, business partners, etc. Influenced by Moon. Ensures happy union
with the spouse & domestic happiness. Blessings for progeny

THREE FACE / 3 MUKHI

Shiva, Vishnu &

Brahma.

Absolves the wearer of past sins or karma.

Liberates from the endless cycle of birth and death. Protects from fire
and weapons. Vanquishes the enemies. removes stress & low selfconfidence issues. Ladies suffering from menstrual problems benefit
highly. Those suffering from blood pressure problems get positive
results.

FOUR FACE / 4 MUKHI
Popular.

Brahma.

Success

in

all

the

four

directions.

Removes

bad

dreams. Beneficial for students, teachers and all those who want to
improve their memory and concentration. Apt for Thyroid & Heart
issues

SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
APPRECIATE RUDRAKSHA TO EXPERIANCE
WONDERS. CONNECT WELL WITH IT.

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
Best in Southeast Asia

FIVE FACE / 5 MUKHI
Shiva.

Most

common

bead.

Ruled

by

Jupiter,

the

lord

of

knowledge.

Controls 5 elements found in the nature - Sharpening memory, focus &
concentration power. Apt for Students

SIX FACE / 6 MUKHI
Karthikeya: Master of 6 senses.
Youthful

appearance,

Success, Health & Happiness. Mars. For

fearlessness

&

physical

strength.

For

Managers,

Leaders, Politicians. Improves Energy level. Removes known or unknown
enemies

SEVEN FACE / 7 MUKHI
Lakshmi. Auspicious. For Wealth & Prosperity. Luckiest numerology is 7.
Venus.

For Businessmen, Writers.

Beneficial for those suffering from

financial constraints.

EIGHT FACE / 8 MUKHI
Ganesha. Wealth & Prosperity by Removing all obstacles & laying the path
to success. Rahu. Removes the negative effects of Raahu

NINE FACE / 9 MUKHI
Durga. Powerful. Shakti. No obstacle can stand in the way. Best for women
as an all-protective armour. Kethu. Apt for enhancing brain and nervous
system. Extremely lucky in all areas of Life

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
Best in Southeast Asia

SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
RUDRAKSHA RE-CHARGES ITSELF WHEN EXPOSE
TO SUNLIGHT. RUDRAKSHA IS YOUR FRIEND

TEN FACE / 10 MUKHI
Krishna. Protector of all the living beings in the world. Auspicious.
Saves from all kinds of harm from all 10 directions. Associated with
all the planets. Its for everyone. Life becomes easy going & perfect as
the obstacles are removed.

Provides relief from Land disputes & court

cases. Saves from debts and losses.

Useful for recovery from Ear

related disorders

ELEVEN FACE / 11 MUKHI
Hanuman.
Removes

Protection,
fear

and

longevity

helps

in

yoga

and

victory.

practice.

Brings

Leadership

happiness.
quality

and

fortune comes to the wearer. Highly auspicious bead. It cures blood
pressure

and

competitive

cardiac

exams.

issues.

Beneficial

Businessmen

also

for

benefit

those

appearing

tremendously

for

from

Eleven Mukhi Rudraksha as it protects from debts and losses

TWELVE FACE / 12 MUKHI

FWearer
O U R never
T E E Nsuffers
F A Cfrom
E / mental
14 MU
HI
orKphysical

pain. Gives inner strength to

rule like sun and shine. Useful for vastu/fengshui problems (directional
issues) and to neutralize black magic.
Rudraksha removes all sins.

Apt for meditation. Twelve Mukhi

Diseases of the intestines, stomach, diabetes

and digestive issues too are taken care of.

For those who pursue fame!

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
Best in Southeast Asia
SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
RUDRAKSHA IS FOR EVERYONE, MEN/WOMEN CAN
WEAR/KEEP. TRUST IT & EXPERIENCE THE BEST RESULTS

THIRTEEN FACE / 13 MUKHI
Kamadeva (Cupid) and Lord Indra. It is believed that the people who want
to accomplish and enjoy the luxuries of life should wear it. Due to the
blessings from Lord Indra, the wearer gets the blessing from all devas. Not
only is the wearer blessed by all devise but also gets the blessings of Maha
Laxmi - the goddess who provides wealth, comfort and luxuries in life!

FOURTEEN FACE / 14 MUKHI
Deva

Mani.

bravery

&

For

Leaders,

perseverance.

Managers,

Provide

Politicians.

luxuries.

Cures

For
all

Courage,

strength,

types

diseases.

of

Protects from the effects of Shani. Extremely beneficial for people who have
Mangalya dosha. Beneficial for arthritis patients. Superpower against ghosts.
Helps in taking correct decisions! MOST PRECIOUS

FIFTEEN FACE / 15 MUKHI
This

Rudraksha

bead

helps

the

wearer

to

channelize

his

thoughts

in

a

correct direction and remain focused. Improves intuitive thinking, better
future sight, visualization power, meditation. Protects from all calamities,
miseries, worries.

REMAIN FOCUSED. This Rudraksha enhances the premonition power and the 6th sense of
the wearer due to which he is able to make precise decisions and step forward towards right
direction in life.

A 15 Face Rudraksha has all the virtues and powers of 14 Face rudraksha

and hence the wearer is able to achieve opulent economic progress. Helps in increasing power
of eight chakras. Lord Pashupatinath. 6th Sense

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
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SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC OF RUDRAKSHA, WONDERS
HAPPEN ONCE YOU ARE CONNECTED WELL

SIXTEEN FACE / 16 MUKHI
Divine Rudraksha:

A sixteen Face rudraksha is recognised as jay (Victory)

rudraksha and the wearer attains victory at all levels. It is said that it assists
the wearer to emerge victorious in new undertakings, in existing tasks &
undertakings & in other phases of life.

It is very rare rudraksha.

It secures

the wearer as well as the house in which it is kept. It supports the entire
family to attain victory in all directions

SEVENTEEN FACE / 17 MUKHI

Lord Vishvakarma who is the Architect of this World as per Hindu
Mythology.

This

Rudraksha

also

represents

Goddess

Durga

in

the

form of Maa Katyayani. This Rudraksha is very powerful in acquiring
unexpected wealth in the form of married to rich, physical assets like
Shares, Property, Vehicles, Jewellery and the list continues. It is said
that it gives limitless materialistic gains to its wearer

EIGHTEEN FACE / 18 MUKHI
An Eighteen faced Rudraksha represents Mother Earth. The wearer of this
Rudraksha always remains Happy and Healthy. It is a very rare Rudraksha.
This Rudraksha is very beneficial for all those who are connected to any
kind of trade or any other form of work related to mother earth.

For

instance

dealers

of

stones,

iron

ore,

gems,

property

dealers,

builders,

architects,

contractors, diamond merchants, agriculturists, farmers etc. As per ancient Vedic texts, it is
said to be very beneficial for expecting mothers also

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
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SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
KEEP RUDRAKSHA IN YOUR PALM AND FEEL THE
ENERGY DAILY

NINETEEN FACE / 19 MUKHI
Dual energy Lord Vishnu and the Sun. Attracts tremendous good
luck.

19 mukhi is for complete material fulfilment! Gives keenly

sharp business acumen and facilitates quick & easy completion of
all

tasks.

Excellent

for

people

who

indulge

in

diversified

activities anaging large business establishments & m law firms.

19 Mukhi Rudraksha is extremely effective for improving and strengthening eyesight
and internal organs. It is good for stress management and the heart

TWENTY FACE / 20 MUKHI

Rare Rudraksha, represents Brahma (the Pure God). Full of Divine
powers. Power of all planets are within. Apt for creativity- knowledge
of arts /music and the like. Immense amount intelligence is blessed.
Helpful is Diabetes cure. Deafness & eye power problems are eased.
All diseases caused by planets & planetary positions are controlled by
20 mukhi. For those who want to achieve all success & fame in life
should wear 20 mukhi rudraksha!

TWENTY ONE FACE / 21 MUKHI
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 Face - Kubera

Wearer

is

blessed

with

enormous

wealth.

Wealth

continuously till the rudraksha is with the wearer.
best owned.
evil.

and

Fortunes

flow

All luxuries of life are

Wearer is protected from the effects of bad eye, magic and

Immense wealth is blessed fulfil every need of the wearer. Every type

of disease is eliminated.

(Even if a poor person wears it, he/she becomes RICH!)

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
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SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
KEEP RUDRAKSHA IN YOUR PALM AND FEEL THE
ENERGY DAILY

THIRTY+ FACE / 30+ MUKHI
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 Face

To heal the mankind - process of the restoration of health from an
unbalanced,
healing

diseased,

involves

the

damaged

or

transfer

of

unvitalized
energy,

organism.

healer

links

The
with

'Universal' or Divine energy to channel healing for the mind, body
and spirit

TRIJUTI / TRIBHAGI

Enhances
wearer

the

for

creative

great

powers

of

achievements

the

and

wearer
power.

and

empowers

Makes

the

the

wearer

powerful and invincible against obstacles and dark forces.

People

with power and position should wear this, to always remain at the
top.

Rules Planet Venus and Solar Plexus Chakra and attracts

success and desire fulfilment in all aspects of life.
Recommended for Businessmen, Project leaders, Political leaders,
Community leaders and Spiritual aspirants.
This is also called tribhagi rudraksha - a natural formation of three
rudrakshas.

This

Powerful

Rudraksha

represents

the

Trinity

of

Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh (Gauri Paath) that is encompassed
within

the

universe.

mantra
This

Aum.

unique

This

rudraksha

Rudraksha
grows

Especially apt for pooja room/altar table.

once

represents

entire

in

years.

several

eShop: www.Shivayabless.com
Best in Southeast Asia
SINGAPORE BASED RUDRAKSHA COMPANY
KEEP RUDRAKSHA IN YOUR PALM AND FEEL THE
ENERGY DAILY.

SAVAR
It blesses a person with good career. Health, wealth and prosperity are
also

increased

by

wearing

this

Rudraksha.

It

provides

all

Spiritual,

Physical, and Mental benefit to the wearer. It also enhances financial
stability to the wearer.

It is said that its effects are miraculous. It also helps in
meditation & is an excellent bead for spiritual upliftment.

If someone

has mental disorder, it gives them mental peace

ShivayaBless carries pure 1 mukhi savar Rudraksha.
Symbol Of: Lord Shiva & Goddess Laxmi
Mantra:

“Om Namah Shivayaa “

RUDRAKSHA MASSAGE BALL
Designed by Aru for Shivaya Bless, Singapore
DESIGN: FLOWER OF LIFE
Benefits: Blood circulation, Acupuncture
Good for long working hours on computer keyboards
Best for elderly , Helps healthy nerves
Generates positive energy

& eliminates negativity

Made with 5 face Rudraksha, which will balance five elements of our
body

LANTERN
To remove negative energy from home/office. Creates positive vibration in
the environment. Made with 5 face Rudraksha.
Symbolizes bright future in Chinese culture. Symbol
of happiness and wealth. DESIGN: FLOWER OF LIFE

SIDDHA
MALA
BEST POWERFUL MALA

4 different price range, authentic at
offordable level
FROM SHIVAYA BLESS

COMBINATION
Rudraksha mala made with mukhis from 1 to 14 and includes
Gauri Shankar and Ganesha
This mala is considered to cover everyday’s life obstacles
related to work, family, law, anxiety and so on. Because of
the combination it becomes a very powerful mala which is
mentioned in the Shiva purana. Padma purana states
"Wearing all the mukhis makes a person like myself”

SOLUTION
It increases visualisation (14 mukhi) and therefore covers all
mundane activities. It’s the most healing of all malas! Heals the
mind, body and soul. For Courage, strength, bravery &
perseverance. Provide luxuries. Cures all types of diseases. Life
becomes easy going & perfect as the obstacles are removed.
Laying the path to success. Extremely luxky in all areas of life
with youthful appearance. Blessed with unexpected wealth.
Helps Businessmen, Leaders, Managers, Politicians Investors,

BENEFITS
It is believed that the
people who want to
accomplish and enjoy the
luxuries of life should wear
it.
Protection, longevity and
victory

FIX
Useful for vastu problems
(directional issues) and to
neutralize black magic
Removes all sins
Relief from land disputes
& court cases.
Superpower again ghost.

OUR ACTION PLAN
We at ShivayaBless have had numerous clients who have
benefitted from wearing this mala. This has lead to stopping
of antidepressants, leading to less anger issues and calmer
self!

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL
MOST IMPORTANT COMBINATION

4, 5 & 6 FACE INCLUDE 9 FACE FOR GIRL CHILD
Improve their memory, concentration, focus,
protection and keep unwanted friends away

RELATIONSHIP

2, 8, 9 FACE &
GAURI SHANKAR
Why the above combination: 2 face for peace & harmony in all
reationships with friends, spouse, business partners. 8 face to
remove obstacles if any and 9 face to bring the luck to keep
united. Gauri shankar will bring manifold happiness. Add 13
face if you wish to attract someone to you.

GAURI GANESH OR
GARBH GAURI

TO PROTECT DURING
PREGNANCY

Two naturally joined Rudraksha where
one part is smaller than the other is
called Gauri Ganesh or Garbh Gauri
Rudraksha. It is regarded as the form
of child Ganesha in Mata Paarvati’s
womb or child Ganesha & Mata
Paarvati together. It is considered
to represent the love and bond
between Ganesh and his mother
Paarvati. Hence it is especially
beneficial for:

1) Childless couples with problems in
conceiving.
2) Improving the relation and harmony
between parents and children
3) According to Vedas, it is beneficial for those
women who face problems during pregnancy.
4) It increases the will power of the wearer and
grants them wisdom by way of Ganesha’s
blessings
5) Garbh Gauri Rudraksha also helps in
protection of children as the smaller
Rudraksha portion representing Lord Ganesha
(also called Vighnaharta) signifies childcare!

15 FACE => 6TH SENSE

INCLUDE 16 FACE
VICTORY WITH 15
TO GUESS & WIN
SUGGESTION BY SHIVAYA BLESS BASED ON
CLIENT FEEDBACK

GROW YOUR BUSINESS
WITH US!

SHIVAYA
BLESS

WWW.SHIVAYABLESS.COM
#05-03, 63 Jalan Pemimpin, Singapore 577219

AARU@SHIVAYABLESS.COM
WHATSAPP +6594576084

